Sunday, July 1 at 10:30 a.m.
Travel As a Spiritual Act
Susan Wynn
Even if it’s not a pilgrimage, travel can be spiritual. We’ll be looking at the spiritual nature
of travel from a variety of perspectives.

Sunday, July 8 at 10:30 a.m.
The Club From Nowhere
Jacquie Zarley
The White Privilege crash test dummy is back to share some more white privilege blunders
you may be able to relate to. This sermon specifically focuses on the role white women play
in perpetuating white privilege.

Sunday, July 15 at 10:30 a.m.
Our Second Principle
Pamela Garn Nunn
The importance of "justice, equity, and compassion in human relations" seems obvious, but
the inclusion of all three elements carries a powerful message and way to live one's life.
This morning we will explore our second principle and how it might guide us in what seems
to be an increasingly "uncivil" world.

Sunday, July 22 at 10:30 a.m.
The Doors of Perception - Open or Closed?
Barret Bills
Psychedelics are in the midst of a renaissance, with influential leaders and a growing
number of health practitioners touting benefits in promising research addressing challenges
like depression, PTSD, and addiction. Despite some fascinating connections between our
tradition and these compounds, we seem unusually silent about our perceptions of them.
What do we as UUs make of it all, given our unique pluralistic religious inspirations and
convictions? Join us for an exploration of the intersection of sex, drugs, rock and roll,
science, fear… and faith. Maybe not in that order. Discussion to follow service.

Sunday, July 29 at 10:30 a.m.
Tracing the Living Tradition of Sacred Song
Christie Anderson
A historical overview of American sacred music will be shared during a worship service of
spirited music led by an old time string band. We’ll explore the roots of some of our favorite
hymns and African-American spirituals and examine instances of alterations by various
religious groups, including UUs. You’ll be encouraged to consider whether these alterations
are blasphemous or meaningful enhancements.

